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Abstract In this paper, we propose an ecosystem for acquiring pattern languages
and introduce a web system called “Presen Box” that implemented the ecosystem.
Pattern language is a methodology that describes practical knowledge for
enhancing human creativity and has been developed in various fields such as
architecture, software design, education, organization and lifestyle. In recent
years, interfaces of pattern languages, pattern cards, pattern apps and pattern
objects that embed patterns in daily life, etc. have been developed in addition to
reading materials such as books and papers. However, there are still things that
need to be overcome in order for those who do not know of pattern languages to
acquire it and promote higher quality practices. Rather than leaving pattern
language acquiring to individual efforts alone, we propose an ecosystem that
realizes collaborative acquisition and an “action first pattern practicing method”
that supports the ecosystem. In this method, people will learn patterns through
repetition of concrete actions. The system “Presen Box” that implemented this
ecosystem is a web platform that uses presentation patterns that describe
presentation skills, and the users can get ideas for creating high-quality
presentations. By repeating execution of ideas, the users can acquire presentation
patterns gradually.

1 Introduction
Pattern Language is a tool to enhance creativity in individuals and organizations.
It is used as a common language and building blocks of thinking by verbalize
closed knowledge in an individual. Adam Grant, an organizational psychologist
says, “Organizations that people help each other, share knowledge and care for
each other are better with all measurable indicators: profitability, customer
satisfaction, employee retention rate, even for operating cost reductions (Grant
2013)”, sharing knowledge has a positive impact on organizations in a variety of
ways.
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To spread pattern language as a more effective tool, we have to develop not
only pattern language itself but also interfaces that connect human and pattern
languages as well as methods that make it easy for anyone to use patterns. In this
paper, we propose an ecosystem that allows more people to learn and acquire
pattern languages.
We first provide an overview of the pattern language. Then, we propose the
ecosystem with a pillar “Action first pattern practicing method” that support the
ecosystem. Finally, we describe “Presen Box” 2 as a concrete example of an
application that implemented the ecosystem and use cases. “Presen Box” is a web
system that supports the creation of high-quality presentation by using the
presentation patterns, a pattern language that describes expert knowledge of
presentations.

2 Pattern Language

2.1 Overview of Pattern Language
Pattern language is a method of structuring patterns that are created by verbalizing
and abstracting experts’ secret skills. Each pattern describes a solution to a
problem that is likely to occur in a particular context and is given a name. We can
share the knowledge with using this as a vocabulary of communication.
Pattern Language is used in various fields. It was invented by an architect
named Christopher Alexander, who developed “A Pattern Language” (Alexander
et al. 1977), a book that contains 253 patterns for architecture design. This method
was then applied to software design (Beck and Cunningham 1987), and many
pattern languages have been developed. Since then, patterns have begun to be
developed in all fields, such as Fearless Change (Manns and Rising 2004) and
Pedagogical Pattern (Pedagogical Patterns Editorial Board 2012). We also created
pattern languages about human actions, such as the learning patterns (Iba and Iba
Laboratory 2014a), presentation patterns (Iba and Iba Laboratory 2014b),
collaboration patterns (Iba and Iba Laboratory 2014c), a pattern language for
living well with dementia (Iba and Okada 2015), and project design patterns (Iba
and Kajiwara 2016).
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2.2 Pattern Language Usage
There are three ways to use pattern languages, “Vocabulary for communication”,
“Glasses of Recognition” and “Triggers to generate new ideas” (Iba 2016).
As “Vocabulary for communication”, it is used as vocabulary, and people can
share their knowledge when the skills have names. For example, there is the
dialogue workshop. In this workshop, participants talk with each other about past
episodes related to a particular pattern and get a practical image of the pattern and
discover new usage of patterns. It is hard to talk about past learning experience
without topic, for example, the learning patterns will be a topic. What participants
get from the workshop is useful when using the pattern in the future.
As “Glasses of Recognition”, it is used when evaluating other’s action and
looking back on their own action in a particular domain. For example, when they
are looking back on their action, they evaluate the practice of patterns and
recognize patterns that should be incorporated, after that they will be conscious of
practicing the pattern when they take the action again.
As “Triggers to generate new ideas”, it is used as a way to generate new ideas
with getting perspective from a specific pattern. For example, there is an idea
workshop using pattern cards as materials for ideas. In this workshop, the
participants gain a new perspective by considering what kind of services should be
available to realize the chosen pattern or what they can do if the chosen pattern is
incorporated into current projects.
Patterns are also used in various ways not mentioned above. However, in order
to actually use patterns in daily life, it is necessary to first remember the pattern
users want to use and then recall it at an appropriate timing (Iba et al. 2016).
Various tools and methods, like the dialogue workshop (Iba 2014), pattern cards
(Iba 2016), pattern objects (Iba et al. 2016), and pattern apps (Mori et al. 2018) are
developed to make it easy to use patterns and to image how to practice them.
However, there are still things to overcome for recalling patterns. Users must first
meta-recognize the situation in which they are placed, which is difficult to do if
they are too focused on only what is right in front of them. What is a better way to
use patterns? The solution we propose is the process of acquiring patterns while
repeating concrete actions. In order to realize this process, collaboration between
people who are able to practice patterns and those who are going to practice it and
ecosystem of practicing pattern will be important. Rather than leaving pattern
practice to individual efforts alone, we think that more people can practice by
practicing through collaboration among multiple people.

3 Ecosystem of Pattern Acquisition
Patterns are abstract concepts created from several experts’ skills and used by
users as a cognitive structure. The pedologist David Kolb proposes an experiential
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learning model and says that skills can be learned by repeating concrete
experiences and being abstractly conceptualized through reflective observation
and refined with active experimentation (Kolb 2014). Additionally, the Swiss
psychologist Jean Piaget says that human cognitive structure is constructed in
individuals (Piaget et al. 1971). As shown in Fig. 1a, people don’t construct
cognitive structure by getting and learning from outside as taught by a teacher at
school, but by experiencing and getting feedbacks from the surrounding
environment through their own actions as shown in Fig. 1b.

Fig. 1. (a) Learning cognitive structure from outside, (b) Developing cognitive structure through
one’s own action

As seen in Fig. 2, pattern practice has been done in the process of knowing
patterns from books or websites, then recalling the pattern in an appropriate timing
and generating a concrete idea with using it as “triggers to generate new ideas”
and executing it.

Fig. 2. Pattern practicing process when patterns are learned from outside

However, the real situation changes every second, and there is no time to even
recall it for people who don’t acquire patterns. For example, right before the
presentation or when you are giving it.
Based on Piaget's thesis, the patterns literally given and remembered cannot be
used in the real situation. The patterns that constructed while repeating specific
actions are the ones that can be used. Alexander also said “It is not enough to
merely duplicate a pattern from a book in order for each human being to keep in
mind the pattern language as an expression of their daily life attitude” and ”A
language is a living language only when each person in society, or in the town, has
his own vision of this language” (Alexander 1979), in order to practice patterns in
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a true sense, instead of imitating the written pattern as it is, people need to learn it
as their own personalized model.
As shown in Fig. 3, beginners need to learn the pattern by repeating the process
of adopting a specific idea that can be used in a specific context and executing it
immediately again and again. We call this learning method “Action First Pattern
Practice”.

Fig. 3. Action first pattern practicing: Learning patterns through repetition of idea execution

Fig. 4 shows the practice process of people who have personalized patterns.
Instead of patterns given from the outside, personalized patterns can be extracted
immediately in the real situation. Then, it will be used as “triggers to generate new
ideas” to generate ideas that are suitable for the situation.

Fig. 4. Process of practicing patterns for people who have personalized patterns

The important thing of this pattern acquisition method is that the idea must be
tied with the pattern. Collecting ideas that are tied with patterns is not easy for
those who have not yet learned the patterns. Therefore, we solve it by showing the
ideas tied to patterns of people who have already acquired the pattern to the person
who is going to learn it. At this time, the pattern is used as “Vocabulary of
communication” and “Glasses of Recognition”.
Fig. 5 shows the ecosystem that supports pattern learning. Phase 1 shows the
learning process of the person who is going to learn, while Phase 2 shows the
practice process of the person who has already learned. The idea to be introduced
in Phase 1 is the idea that someone generated in Phase 2 in the past. Beginners
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execute the ideas that seniors have generated. Personalized patterns are not
shareable, but they all link to patterns as a common language. The generated ideas
are shared through patterns as a common language.
In addition, people who have learned it can refine their pattern practice by
looking at other people's ideas.

Fig. 5. An ecosystem of pattern language acquisition with collaboration

4 Implemented System: Presen Box
“Presen Box” is a web system that shares ideas for creating a better presentation
using Presentation Patterns that describe good behaviors for presentations. The
ideas for the presentation are lined up, and the user looks at the ideas that they
may like. Users will access this in all situations and get hints when creating
materials for the presentation, when considering the composition of the
presentation, when trying to relieve tension just before the performance, and when
looking back over a past presentation.
In the listing page (Fig. 6a), users choose ideas they like from listed ideas, and
if there is something they can do, execute it. Ideas are listed with a card design and
have titles, thumbnails, references, and patterns that are tied to the idea (Fig 6b).
Each idea is tied with patterns and on the idea detail page (Fig. 7) other ideas that
are tied with the same patterns are displayed as a recommendation.
The pattern detail page (Fig. 8) shows the description of the pattern and the
ideas tied with it. As described above, users can search for new ideas in three
ways, selecting from the list, choosing another idea from idea through tied pattern,
or choosing an idea from a specific pattern.
The feature of the way of selecting from the list is to enable users who do not
know about pattern languages to try patterns first and solve the problem that users
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cannot be put into practice without learning the pattern. All they have to do is
choose and practice presentation ideas even if they don’t know the patterns.
Choosing and practicing another idea with the same pattern from one idea helps
to understand the pattern. By repeating the practice of multiple ideas that are tied
to the same pattern, they will gradually understand what the pattern means.
Tying patterns with a particular pattern will increase the searchability. For
example, if users are nervous just before the presentation, they can ease the
tension by acting the ideas that could be found from the pattern details page of
[Best Effort] and [Construction of Confidence]. In addition, when preparing to
make a presentation that attracts the audience, they can refer to the ideas linked to
[Dramatic Modulation], [Doors of Mystery], and [Significant Void].
Users can follow the patterns. Ideas tied with following patterns are displayed
preferentially on the list. You can stock your favorite ideas and find out
immediately when you use them in the future.
When posting an idea, users input the title, content, an image, and the pattern
associated with it. It is difficult at first to post ideas for those who don't know the
pattern so much, but it will be possible with repeating practice and getting deep
understanding of the pattern. The process of recognizing abstract concepts from
concrete actions and generating specific ideas from abstract concepts further
deepens the understanding of pattern languages.

Fig. 6. (a) Idea listing page, (b) Card design of an idea

Fig. 7. Idea detail page
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Fig. 8. Pattern detail page

5 Use Cases of Presen Box
In this section, we introduce three important points found out from the interview
to the user group, and explain how the “Presen Box” actually contributed to the
acquisition and practice of the patterns on its ecosystem. The interviewee knew
the presentation patterns and already practiced some of them, but the other
patterns had not yet been mastered. The first one pointed out is that the “Presen
Box” promotes the users to link actual presentations to patterns. The second point
is that it allows users to search and collect higher quality information by using
patterns as tags. The last point is that it can be used as a support tool when
improving someone’s presentation with patterns.
Good presentation practices can be used as reference whenever needed, if they are
well organized. “Presen Box” helps users organize the set of ideas extracted from
good presentation practices using patterns, and thus, it naturally reminds the users
to link the practices with patterns. In addition, while writing paragraphs to share
the important ideas with others, they could gain a deeper understanding of what
each pattern actually means and what the good practice in this context would be
like.
Since all the ideas posted on the “Presen Box” needs to be somehow linked to the
patterns, the quality of information is ensured to a certain extent. By using patterns
as search tags, users can quickly reach higher quality articles and practical ideas
that meet a specific purpose, compared to when searching with search engines. In
fact, a lot of articles are written only for gaining the number of accesses based on
the SEO algorithm. The “Presen Box”, however, provides users a platform to find
high-quality information as fast as possible.
When commenting on someone’s presentation using patterns, it would be much
easier if you have some concrete examples. Even if the instructors have no such
concrete example, the “Presen Box” shows some which would help learners
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understand the suggestion most effectively. Furthermore, it is very convenient in a
way that it enables an online lecture by sharing a link.
As described above, it was found out that there are several advantages in
enhancing one’s learning and practicing patterns and sharing information in a
small group. In the future, we would like to figure out what happens if this tool is
used by people who don’t know about the pattern language at all and if it is
introduced in a community in which many people belong to.

6 Conclusions
In this paper we proposed an ecosystem that enhances pattern practicing and
acquisition and “Action first pattern practicing” method that supports the
ecosystem, and presented “Presen Box” which is a web system based on them.
The method of recognizing patterns by repeating concrete actions promotes the
practice for those who did not learn the pattern so far and contributes to deep
understanding of the pattern for those who already learned the pattern. However,
in order to share knowledge and improve collaboration using pattern languages,
there is a need for further exploration of how individuals can get involved in the
process. For example, “Presen Box” has been implemented as a web system but
connecting pattern objects and web system will enable smoother practice by
linking the Internet with the real world. We would like to test the feasibility of this
system by using it in the daily situations and collaborative works and improve
effectiveness.
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